At first glance trying to determine the quality or health of a lab animal is no easy task. Even when you know exactly what you’re looking for, basically, all lab animals look alike.

But, an unhealthy animal can leave you seeing red. That’s why you should deal with a company that gives you the most explicit, complete health and genetic documentation you’ll find.

At Charles River we believe reference material and documentation should be more than just an animal’s “medical records.” It should be scientific information you can use.

Our health monitoring (HM) report is a perfect example. Unique to Charles River, the HM report provides you with all the critical data pertaining to a shipment of animals. There’s a full explanation of the frequency, number of animals tested, agents tested for and cumulative test results. Plus, the report supplies genetic monitoring results to assure you the animals conform to published reference works for that specific strain.

Our CD® and CD-1® reference papers are also unique in the industry. They supply you with background information about the animals you’ve ordered, as well as crucial baseline data and basic husbandry information.

These are just several examples of the most comprehensive documentation you’ll ever see. From Charles River. Because to us, when it comes to documentation, there’s no gray area. For more information, call 1-800-LAB-RATS. Or write Charles River Laboratories, 251 Ballardvale Street, Wilmington, MA 01887.